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Eippuz’ Contraceptive Conjuration 

Level: 1     Range: Self or touch   Duration: Varies   Casting time: 1 action   Save: None 

General The cleric causes the target of this spell to be incapable of procreating (i.e. impreg-      

nating or becoming pregnant) for a time period determined by the casting result.  

Applies to both sexes. It is up to the judge whether this spell affects just human-

oids, or mammals, all animals/monsters or other more esoteric beings as well. 

Manifestation   Roll 1d3: (1) throbbing holy symbol; (2) pink halo; (3) baby cry suddenly stopping. 

1-11    Failure. The caster knows this, but does the recipient unless told? 

12-13 The target is prevented from producing progeny for 1d6+CL turns. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just to keep things more interesting. 

14-17 The target is prevented from producing progeny for 1d7+CL hours. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just to keep play more fun. 

18-19 The target is prevented from producing progeny for 1d16+CL hours. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just for the Schadenfreude. 

20-23 The target is prevented from producing progeny for 2d10+CL hours. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just for the hell of it. 

24-27 The target is prevented from producing progeny for 1d3+CL days. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just to keep everyone guessing. 

28-29 The target is prevented from producing progeny for 1d2+CL months. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just because. 

30-31 The target is prevented from producing progeny for 1d5+CL years. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just so you know. 

32+ The target is prevented from producing progeny for 2d14+CL years. The spellcaster     

(or judge) should make this roll in secret, just to show their wit. Furthermore, if the 

2d14 roll plus CL results in 29 or over, congratulations may be in order! The target 

just became the last in their line i.e. permanently barren, fruitless, fallow, non-parent, 

childless, blank-shooter, [insert synonym] etc. Whether the condition is a boon or a 

bane obviously depends on the attitudes, mindset and circumstances of the recipient. 

The condition might be reversible with powerful magics, divine intervention or such.  
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